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ABSTRACT: The Masnum_wave model is widely used in ocean numerical prediction. In order to reduce the calculation time
required for the prediction of the wave pattern. In the paper, we use the gprof performance monitoring tool to find the host
point function of the model. Combined with the architectural features of SW26010, by adding compiler options, mutli-node
scalability and OpenACC compilation guidance statement optimizes the Masnum_wave model in the code level. The
experimental results show that the optimization effects is reasonable, which effectively accelerates the calculation speed of
Masnum_wave calculation speed and reduces the time required for wave prediction.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology, in the field of marine, medicine and engineering, the supercomputers are
used to simulate the actual physical system. Because ocean is one of the most frequent marine disasters and the impact of ocean
is very large, it is necessary to make the accurate numerical forecast of the waves, to achieve the operational forecast of the
waves. Masnum_wave model is the third generation wave numerical model developed by the State Oceanic Administration Key
Laboratory of marine environmental science and numerical simulation. The wave pattern simulates and predicts the depth of the
oceanic and improves the ability to simulated the Earth’s climate system. At present, Masnum_wave model is of high precision
and need high computing resources demand. Therefore, it is of practical significance to use the reasonable method to accelerate
the wave calculation mode.

In the research of Masnum_wave model, Sun Zhuoyi[1] realized the parallelization of Masnum_wave numerical model based on
MPI model. Compared with serial version, it meets the requirements of the model of business forecast, but it failed to deal with
the model in the redundant computing problem and the ever increasing problem of communication overhead. Zhang Zhiyuan [2]

etc. has optimize the calculation model in terms of delay of floating point division instruction, communication bandwidth
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optimization and load balancing. But the stability of the parallel version is reduced and the accuracy of prediction is decreased.
Du Jianting etc.[3] has studied in the improvement of Masnum ocean wave numerical model and parameter adjustment, but it can
not reflect the source function relationship in the Masnum_wave, and can not reflect the real dissipation.

In the Section 2, we introduce the basic theory of ocean wave numerical model MASNUM Wave and discuss the information of
functions in detail. In Section 3, we propose the running step and optimization method of MASNUM Wave, such as adding
compiling flags, optimize using OpenACC programming. In Section 4, we test and do simulations of MASNUM Wave on the
Sunway TaihuLight platform. The experimental results is good. In Section 5, the performance of different cases of the MASNUM
Wave ocean wave model is discussed in detail. In Section 6, the future work and conclusion is discussed in detailed.

2. Basic Theory of Ocean Wave Numerical Model

In Masnum_wave calculation model, the energy balance equation of wave [4] in the spherical coordinate system is as follows:

Where  is wave number,  represents the wave, λ represents longitude, ϕ represents latitude, R represents radius of
earth,  represents the group speed.

Masnum_wave is a wave numerical simulation program developed by the Fortran language, which includes modules time_mode
for time processing; modules netcdf_mod for input and output; modules netcdf for processing netcdf; Global variable module
wamvar_mod; Input or output results of model module wamfio_mod; Connection mode module wamcpl_mod; Core processing
module wamcor_mod; Mode nested function module wamnst_mod, The interaction between modules is shown as follows:

Figure 1. The interaction between the various modules

There are a lot of iterative operations in the process of numerical calculation model. The processing of Masnum_wave model [5]

is shown as follows:

3. Optimization of Masnum_wave Model based on SW26010

In the paper, the experiment is based on the Sunway TaihuLight platform. The SW processor uses the on-chip integration
heterogeneous architecture, which consists of four Core Groups. Each core groups consists of a master core and 64 slave-cores.
The entire chip has 260 computing cores [6]. And the whole processor can provide a peak double-precision floating point
performance of 3.06TFlops with 136GB/s memory bandwidth [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to make full use of computing
performance of slave-node to improve the computational performance of the Masnum_wave pattern.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of MASNUM_Wave numerical model

3.1 Master-slave Acceleration Parallelism
When transplanting the Masnum_wave calculation model to the SW processor, we mainly adapt the Master-Slave acceleration
module to accelerate the Masnum_wave model. The master code (Master side) transplant the calculating hotpoint to slave side.
The main core(Master) will be the control core of the module of transmission to the core(slave side) acceleration. The master
core mainly responses for the calculation of the parallel part of the core, communication or I/O operation [8], while the slave core
mainly responses for calculation. Finally the result of calculation in slave node will be transferred back to the master node, which
is shown in the following Figure 3:

Figure 3. Master-slave parallel acceleration

3.2 The SWACC Programming Model
The Sunway OpenACC (SWACC) is the mainstream programming interface for Sunway TaihuLight [9], which is mainly focuses
on data parallelism paradigm. The SWACC compiler is a source-to-source compiler which supports OpenACC2.0 specification,
wich some extensions to data management over SW26010 [10].

3.3 Build and Run
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(1) Compile
In order to compile MASNUM_WAVE on Sunway architecture, the following modification should be done to the original
Makefile.

 Change F77 to swafort

 Add -O3 -pg -priv to FFFLAGS

The –pg option here is to generate profiling information when compiling and linking for further performance analysis.

If everything goes well, the compiled profiling executable masnum.wam.mpi will be generated. After compiling, all the file
generated is shown in the following Table 1.

Executable file Compile file 1 Compile file 2

masnum.wam.mpi ympi_mod.o YMPI_MOD.mod

netcdf_mod.o NETCDF_MOD.mod

time_mod.o TIME_MOD.mod

wamcor_mod.o WAMWAR_MOD.mod

wamcpl_mod.o WAMCPL_MOD.mod

wamfio_mod.o WAMVAR_MOD.mod

Table 1. Generation of masnum.wam.mpi

(1) Run the example
♣ Change current working directory to masnum_wave/exp/exp1

♣ Change needmake = YES. In “masnum_wave/inputdata”, and thus masnum.wave.mpi is rebuilt and recompile
each time.

♣ Edit the bsub submit command, remove the -I option, to display output in the job submission window;

♣ Run shell script exp_run*.csh. Use “bjobs -a” to view the status of running programs, which include job name, user,
queue, commit time, number of nodes and node list.

♣ exp2 will follow the same steps.

(2) Build Masnum_wave Validation
♣ Change current working directory to masnum_wave/validation/exp1

♣ Edit makefile, Instead of using the ifort compiler, change it to sw5f90 –host.

♣ Make

♣ Run the executable “compare_exp1” by using the command “bsub -N 1 -I ./compare_exp1” and finally
“Compare Success” is printed on the screen

♣     exp2 will follow the same steps

3.4 Model Optimization Method

Due to the great impact on marine science research, we’ve spent so many efforts on studing it. And the application we study
now is one of the most advanced in the Third-Generation MASNUM. Also, compared with WAM model, the model has got an
excellent performance, especially in the high sea state. And due to the stronger demand and higher precision for the forecast of
sea climate, it’s very crucial to make the application faster on the supercomputer.
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The MASNUM_Wave model analysis and optimization process are shown in the following Figure. Firstly, gprof tool is used to
analysis the performance and hotspot function. Secondly, for the optimization problem of the model, we use multi-node optimization.
At last, the corresponding strategy is formulated to improve the performance of the model in a single node.

Figure 4. Analysis and optimization of MASNUM Wave numerical model

1. Performance Evaluation

In order to optimize the model, the original performance of MASNUM Wave is tested by gprof tool. In Masnum_wave/source/
bin/makefile, add –pg to FFLAGS and LF77OPTS. In exp*_csh, the compile option –pg in bsub command is added and thus the
hotspot function is optimized effectively [11]. And the computational efficiency is evaluated.

  For master:  -sw3runarg “-P master”

  For master-slave:  -sw3runarg “-P -f”

The calculation time of each function can be obtained. According to the calculation time, the hotspot function, which consumes
the longest time in the model, can be located. So we choose the top 5 function in CPU time and time percent. For each function
in MASNUM based on gprof is shown in the Table 2.

Time Cumulative Seconds Selfseconds Name

28.58 10454.63 10454.63 PROPAGAT

13.18 15273.66 4819.03 IMPLISCH

8.14 18250.71 2977.05 MPIDI_CH3I

7.11 20850.50 2599.79 MPIDI_CH3I

5.75 22954.53 2104.04 mlx4_poll_cq

Table 2. CPU time and time percent for each function
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Thus it is easy to find that the hotspot functions are located in /source/wave_cor/PROPAGAT.inc and /source/
wave_cor/IMPLISH.inc. Other functions which also consuming time about MPI communications and I/O operations.

2. The Scalability of Multiple Nodes

MASNUM Wave has good scalability on the Sunway platform. So we decided to run every examples including exp1(20090101-
20090228), exp2(20090101-20090630), exp_mini(20090101-20090111), using the different number of nodes and the manual timer is
used to record runtime. Eventually, it’s found that the runtime of every example will be reduced by the increase of the nodes.

3. Optimization Method
Although different programs have different features, the optimization on the Sunway platform is consistent sometimes and it will
include these following steps.

(1)  Compiling Flags
First of all, OpenACC is supported on the Sunway platform and programs which depend on that should be compiled with
SWACC compiling system. Then MASNUM_WAVE, which is coded by Fortran, should be compiled by swafort. And now, both
particular flags and universal flags are supported. Among that, -O2 and – O3 auto-optimization flags, can dramatically speed up
performance. What’s more, -priv could analyze and privatize the vectors in the accelerated computing and mark some significant
vectors.

(2) Optimize the Scalar and Serial Parts
Secondly, we should optimize the scalar and serial parts, the key point of which is to get the most proper accuracy with the least
calculation. As a result, we optimize the code in the way of reducing the repeated computing by moving it from the loop and
storing at the temporary matrix or constant. Moreover, choosing proper float accuracy and avoiding condition branches can
also be considered to be adapted. The following is the optimization for the file PROPAGAT.inc and IMPLISH.inc,which is the
hotspot function.

Pseudo-code 1 before optimization
Begin

For j=1 To jl

   th0 = thet (j).

   sinth = sin(th0)

   costh = cos(th0)

   For k=1 To kl:

       Wk0 = wk(k)

       Ws0 = zpi*wf(k, ia, ic)

       …..

   End For

End For

End

From the Pseudo-code 1, it can be found that in this loop, the arrays costh and sinth do not change with j1 and kl. As a
consequence, they can be removed from the loop and be used to store the result. After that, the two arrays storing the result will
be sent back into the loop to be calculated in parallel.

Pseudo-code 1 after Optimization
Begin

For j=1 To jl

th0 = thet(j).

sinth = sin(th0)
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costh = cos(th0)

End For

For j=1 To jl

For k=1 To kl

Wk0 = wk(k)

Ws0 = zpi*wf(k, ia, ic)

End For

End For

End

After the step, the calculation will be simplified enough to find the reduction of this function’s runtime.

(1) Optimize using OpenACC
In the step, we will assign the task to different groups of cores with accelerated computing to optimize the loop. And the
instruction #pragma acc parallel loop will be added before the key loop to run on the accelerated thread [12].

And in this step, more attentions will paid on the key point loop and adding proper instructions.

3.1 Order the array x and y in parallel

In the calculation of the wave function Propage.inc, we use the insertion sort method to sort the original array to find the right
position to be inserted.

Pseudo-code 2 before optimization

Begin

  For iii = ixs to ixl-1

    If (x(iii) <= xx <= x(iii+1))

    ixx = iii

    End If

End

Begin
For iii = iys to iyl-1
    If (y(iii) <= yy<= y(iii+1))
    jyy = iii
    End If
End

Pseudo-code 2 after optimization

!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP
Begin
  For iii = ixs to ixl-1
    If (x(iii) <= xx <= x(iii+1))
    ixx = iii
    End If
End
!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP
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!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP

Begin

  For iii = iys to iyl-1

    If (y(iii) <= yy<= y(iii+1))

    jyy = iii

    End If

End

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

As for the array order, proper OpenACC instructions are added to parallelize the code.

3.2 Compare in Parallel

For the parallel optimization of the wave function, optimized code is as follows:

Pseudo-code 3 after Optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP
Begin

For iyyz=1 to kld

      If ( wk(iyyz) < wks < w(iyyz+1) )

         Iwk = iyyz

      End If

    End For

End

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

3.3 Initialization of Array
In implish.inc, array needed to be initialized. We use the OpenACC to accelerate the initialization of array.

Pseudo-code 4.1 before optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP

For k=1 to ks

fconst0 (k, ia, ic) = 1.0

End For

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP

For k=ksp1 to k1

   fconst0(k, ia, ic) = 0.0

End For

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

Pseudo-code 4.2 after optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP collapse(2)

For j=1 to jl
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For k=1 klpl

     se(k, j) = 0

     dse(k, j) = 0

End For

End For

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

D. Merge the Loop
Sometimes, the instructions are not always so useful, such as in multilayer loop. In this step, the loop will be merged. We will use
collapse(number) on the specific loop to make the instructions useful when using OpenACC [13]. After analyzing the file
propagate.inc, the main program is mostly made up by nested loop, like this:

Pseudo-code 5 before optimization
Begin

   For ia = ixs to ixl.

      For ic = iys, iyl

         If (nsp (ia, ic) != 1)

           …..

         For j = 1, jl

            For k = 1, kl

                wk0 = wk(k)

                ….

            End For

        End For

     End For

 End For

Then we parallelize the code using the key word “Collapse”. And here’s the code optimized.

Pseudo-code 5.1 after Optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP collapse (3)

Begin

   For ia = ixs to ixl.

      For ic = iys, iyl

         If (nsp (ia, ic) != 1)

           …..

         For j = 1, jl

            For k = 1, kl

                wk0 = wk(k)

                ….

            End For

        End For

     End For

 End For
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!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

In implish.inc, we also optimize the calculation of array with the keyword “collapse”.

Pseudo-code 5.2 after optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP collapse(2)
For k=1 to ks

wk0 = wk(k)

For j=1 to jl

 ssds = -ads*sds*wk0

 seds(k, j) = ssds * e( k,j, ia, ic)

 dse(k, j) = dse(k, j) + ssds

 End For

End For

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

Pseudo-code 5.3 after optimization
!$ACC PARALLEL LOOP collapse(2)

For k=1 to kl

For j=1 to jl

Pein(ia, ic) = pein(ia, ic) + sein(k, j)*2.0*dwk(k)

Pein(ia, ic) = pebo(ia, ic) + sebo(k, j)*2.0*dwk(k)

Pein(ia, ic) = peds(ia, ic) + seds(k, j) * 2.0*dwk(k)

End For

End For

!$ACC END PARALLEL LOOP

4. Experiment

4.1 Software Environment
In the paper, the test platform for the design and construction is based on the Sunway TaihuLight high performance cluster. The
TaihuLight is equipped with 40960 SW26010 processor [14], taking the top place in the latest TOP 500 list in Jun 2016. This section
presents the architecture of the SW 26010 processor, and the rationale of current programming model on SW26010 progressively.
The configuration of software testing platform is shown in the following Table 3.

Classification Description Version

Operating System Linux RHEL 4.4.7

Math Library Intel MKL

Complier Mpif90/Mpif77 5.421-sw-485

MPI Language/Interface Intel MPI/OpemMP/OpenACC 5.0.1.035

NetCDF NetCDF 4.13

MASNUM wave MASNUM wave 3.0

Table 3. Software environment
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One of this application’s function is to divide irregular inverse matrix. So in the first step, gprof is used to find the hotspot
function and optimize it to get as good result as possible. For saving time, the masnum_mini is used to test. After the above
steps, it is found that the runtime of masnum_mini, hotspot function Propage.inc and Implish.inc reduced gradually, which
indicates, of course, the optimization is obvious and excellent.

4.2 Analyze and Optmize
4.2.1 Scalability of Masnum_wave
We test the running time of Masnum_wave Model from 1 node to 16 nodes. The gprof tool is used to record the total running
time in the Masnum_wave calculation model. The running of exp1, exp2 and exp3 are shown in the following Figure 5.

Figure 5. The running time using the different number of the nodes before optimized

At the same time, from Figure, we summarized that the training time of every example will be reduced by the increase of the nodes
with some fluctuation [15]. And it  also indicates that the training time is inversely proportional to the number of nodes.

4.2.2 Optimization Strategy
The optimization strategy is used to optimize the Masnum_wave step by step. The total running time in exp_mini and
hotspot functions (Propage.inc and Implish.inc) are calculated as follows, which is further detailed in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. The runtime of MASNUM Wave in every step
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Figure 7. The runtime of function Propage in every step

With the use of different optimization strategies, the total time consumed by the Masnum_wave example is decreasing. The
algorithm makes full use of the SW processor from computing resource kernel. Also the optimization effect is obvious, which can
reduce the running time required for the Masnum_wave numerical wave prediction, to compensate for the lack of timeliness of
the numerical prediction model of the disadvantages, which greatly improve the calculation speed, and improve the effectiveness
of the model prediction value.

5. Performance

To reproduce and store the results, run the following command:

gprof  ./masnum.wam.mpi ./gmon.out.*  |  less
gprof  ./masnum.wam.mpi  ./gmon.out.* > time.log

The given original version of MASNUM Wave program runs exp1 for 36574.27s, exp2 for 26229.52s and exp_mini for 3006.0s.
The accuracies are 15.4%, 13.78% and 31.37% accordingly. The optimization effect is shown as below:

Figure 8. Total time of example after optimization
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In the paper, the optimized method which we adopted have dramatically optimized the hotspot function —— propagate and
Implish by porting the code onto the Sunway TaihuLight platform successfully and finally speed up computing.

6. Conclusion

MASNUM wave numerical model is one of the most advanced wave numerical models in the world, which has been used widely
in numerical simulation and Wave Engineering. In the paper, based on the master-slave architecture of SW26010 processor, from
adding compilation factor of the compiler to OpenACC programming, we optimize the Masnum_wave source code. The good
experimental results are obtained by experiments. The running time of MASNUM has shortened by about 30%, and the
optimization effect is obvious.

In the future work, we will use more advanced input source function and more accurate wave-wave nonlinear iteraction between
functions in MASNUM wave model. Also, Athread programming model can make full use of the calculation from the slave core,
so we will try to use Athread programming to improve the running time of  MASNUM_Wave. The key ideas of our performance
framework can also benefit the performance engineering as well as application development over other many-core platforms.
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